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Abstract. We present a 2700-year annually resolved chronology and snow accumulation history for the Roosevelt Island Climate Evolution (RICE) ice core, Ross Ice Shelf, West Antarctica. The core adds information on past accumulation changes in an otherwise poorly constrained sector of Antarctica.

The timescale was constructed by identifying annual cycles in high-resolution impurity records, and it constitutes the top part of the Roosevelt Island Ice Core Chronology 2017 (RICE17). Validation by volcanic and methane matching to the WD2014 chronology from the WAIS Divide ice core shows that the two timescales are in excellent agreement. In a companion paper, gas matching to WAIS Divide is used to extend the timescale for the deeper part of the core in which annual layers cannot be identified.

Based on the annually resolved timescale, we produced a record of past snow accumulation at Roosevelt Island. The accumulation history shows that Roosevelt Island experienced slightly increasing accumulation rates between 700 BCE and 1300 CE, with an average accumulation of $0.25 \pm 0.02$ m water equivalent (w.e.) per year. Since 1300 CE, trends in the accumulation rate have been consistently negative, with an acceleration in the rate of decline after the mid-17th century. The current accumulation rate at Roosevelt Island is $0.210 \pm 0.002$ m w.e. yr$^{-1}$ (average since 1965 CE, $\pm 2\sigma$), and it is rapidly declining with a trend corresponding to $0.8$ mm yr$^{-2}$. The decline observed since the mid-1960s is 8 times faster than the long-term decreasing trend taking place over the previous centuries, with decadal mean accumulation rates consistently being below average.

Previous research has shown a strong link between Roosevelt Island accumulation rates and the location and intensity of the Amundsen Sea Low, which has a significant impact on regional sea-ice extent. The decrease in accumulation rates at Roosevelt Island may therefore be explained in terms of a recent strengthening of the ASL and the expansion of sea ice in the eastern Ross Sea. The start of the rapid decrease in RICE accumulation rates observed in 1965 CE may...
thus mark the onset of significant increases in regional sea-ice extent.

1 Introduction

Accurate timescales are fundamental for reliable interpretation of paleoclimate archives, including ice cores. Ice-core chronologies can be produced in a variety of ways. Where annual snow deposition is sufficiently high and reasonably regular throughout the year, seasonal variations in site temperature and atmospheric impurity deposition lead to annual cycles in the ice-core water isotope and impurity records (Dansgaard, 1964; Hammer et al., 1978). By identifying and counting the annual cycles, an annual-layer-counted ice-core timescale can be produced (Steig et al., 2005; Svensson et al., 2008; Sigl et al., 2016). This technique is commonly employed for producing ice-core timescales at sites with moderate to high snow accumulation, including coastal Antarctica. Annual-layer-counted ice-core timescales have traditionally been obtained by manual counting, but this task can now be performed using machine-learning algorithms for pattern recognition (Winstrup et al., 2012).

Where possible, the identification of annual layers allows for the development of a high-resolution ice-core chronology, but unless constrained by other data, the uncertainty of such a timescale will increase with depth as the number of uncertain layers accumulate to produce some age uncertainty (Andersen et al., 2006; Rasmussen et al., 2006). Marker horizons found in the ice-core records can be used to evaluate the accuracy of a layer-counted timescale or, alternatively, to constrain the timescale. Such marker horizons carry evidence of events of global or regional nature and may be (a) layers of enhanced radioactivity resulting from nuclear bomb tests (Arienzo et al., 2016), (b) sulfuric acids (Hammer, 1980) and/or tephra (Abbott et al., 2012) from volcanic eruptions, or (c) enhanced flux of cosmogenic radionuclides caused by changes in solar activity, reduction of the Earth’s magnetic field, or cosmic events (Muscheler et al., 2014; Sigl et al., 2015; Raisbeck et al., 2017).

Ice cores can also be stratigraphically matched using records of past atmospheric composition from trapped air in the ice (Blunier et al., 1998; Blunier and Brook, 2001; EPICA Community Members, 2006). Variations in atmospheric composition are globally synchronous. Accounting for the time required to sequester the air into the ice, the ice-core gas records can be used also for stratigraphic matching of records measured on the ice matrix. Even during periods of stable climate, the atmospheric composition displays multi-decadal fluctuations (Bender et al., 1994; Mitchell et al., 2011, 2013), allowing for synchronization on sub-centennial timescales.

Annually resolved ice-core chronologies provide long-term reconstructions of annual snow accumulation (Alley et al., 1993; Dahl-Jensen et al., 1993): annual-layer thicknesses can be converted to past accumulation rates by applying corrections due to density changes during the transformation from snow to ice (Herron and Langway, 1980) and thinning of annual layers caused by ice flow (Nye, 1963). Reconstructions of past accumulation rates are important for improving our understanding of the natural fluctuations in snow accumulation and their climate drivers. Such knowledge is essential to accurately evaluate the current and future surface mass balance of glaciers and ice sheets, a critical and currently under-constrained factor in sea level assessments (Shepherd et al., 2012).

Here we present an ice-core chronology (RICE17) and accumulation history for the last 2700 years from Roosevelt Island, an ice rise located in the eastern Ross Embayment, Antarctica (Fig. 1). The ice core was extracted as part of the Roosevelt Island Climate Evolution (RICE) project (2010–2014) (Bertler et al., 2018). RICE forms a contribution to the Antarctica2k network (Stenni et al., 2017; Thomas et al., 2017), which seeks to produce Antarctica-wide ice-core reconstructions of temperature and snow accumulation for the past 2000 years. The chronology presented here was produced by annual-layer counting. In a companion paper (Lee et al., 2018), we extend the timescale to cover the deeper core by gas matching to the WAIS Divide ice core on the WD2014 chronology (Buizert et al., 2015; Sigl et al., 2016).

ECMWF ERA-Interim (ERAI) reanalysis fields (Dee et al., 2011) indicate that precipitation at Roosevelt Island is strongly influenced by the Amundsen Sea Low (ASL) and associated ridging (Raphael et al., 2016), and it is anticorrelated with precipitation in Ellsworth Land and the Antarctic Peninsula (Hosking et al., 2013; Bertler et al., 2018; Emanuelsen et al., 2018). These differences emphasize the need for high spatial and temporal coverage when reconstructing regional mass balance patterns. With few other ice cores from the Ross Sea region, the RICE accumulation history adds information on past changes in mass balance from an otherwise poorly constrained sector of the Antarctic continent.

2 Site characteristics

Roosevelt Island is located within the eastern part of the Ross Ice Shelf (Fig. 1), from which it protrudes as an independent ice dome that is grounded 214 m b.s.l. Snow accumulates locally on the ice dome, with ice originating from the Siple Coast ice streams flowing around the island in the Ross Ice Shelf. Geophysical and glaciological surveys across Roosevelt Island in the 1960s established ice thickness, surface topography, surface velocity, and accumulation rate (Bentley and Giovinetto, 1962; Clapp, 1965; Jiracek, 1967). The island was revisited during 1974–1975 as part of the Ross Ice Shelf Project. During this project, shallow cores (up to 70 m) were collected across the ice shelf (Clausen and Dansgaard, 1977), including two firm cores from Roosevelt Island summit (Clausen et al., 1979). The shortest (11 m) firm core from
near the summit was measured for water isotopes and total β activity in high resolution; we refer to it here as RID-75 (Table 1). Results from the shallow cores show that seasonal signals of stable isotopes and ionic chemistry are well preserved in the ice (Langway et al., 1974; Clausen et al., 1979; Herron and Langway, 1979).

Ice-penetrating radar surveys of Roosevelt Island that took place in 1997 revealed a smoothly varying internal stratigraphy of isochronal reflectors (Conway et al., 1999). There was no evidence of disturbed internal layering that would indicate high strain rates or buried crevasses, suggesting the summit of the island to be a good place for an ice core. Of special interest was a distinctive arching pattern of the internal layers beneath the divide. This pattern has implications for the ice history, since isochronal layers arch upward beneath divides that are stable and frozen at the bed (Raymond, 1983). Analyses of the geometry of the internal layering indicate that the current divide-type ice-flow regime started about 3000 years ago (Conway et al., 1999; Martín et al., 2006), and it has thus been in existence throughout the time period investigated in this paper. Combined with recently measured vertical ice velocity profiles across the ice divide (Kingslake et al., 2014), the stability of the ice-flow regime at Roosevelt Island facilitates the interpretation of past accumulation rates from annual layers in the RICE ice core.

The RICE deep ice core was drilled at the summit of Roosevelt Island (79.364° S, 161.706° W; 550 m a.s.l.; Bertler et al., 2018), and it is located less than 1 km from the old RID-75 shallow core. It was drilled in the austral summers of 2011/12 and 2012/13. During the first season, the core was dry-drilled down to 130 m, and then the borehole was cased. An ESTISOL 240–COASOL drilling fluid mixture was used to maintain core quality during the second drilling season. The ice thickness is 764.6 m. The upper 344 m of the core spans the past 2700 years, the period for which an annual-layer-counted timescale can be constructed. In addition to the deep core, several shallow cores were drilled in the vicinity. During the 2012/13 field season, a 20 m firn core (RICE-12/13-B) was drilled near the main core, and it was used to extend the records up to the 2012/13 snow surface. Table 1 provides an overview of the relevant firn and ice cores collected at Roosevelt Island. An automated weather station near the RICE drill site recorded mean annual temperatures of −23.5 °C over the duration of the RICE project (2010–2014) and an average snow accumulation of approximately 0.20 m w.e. yr⁻¹ (Bertler et al., 2018).

3 Ice-core processing and impurity analysis

The RICE ice cores were processed and analyzed at the GNS Science National Ice Core Facility in Lower Hutt, New Zealand. The cores were cut longitudinally to produce a 15 × 35 mm triangular piece for water isotope analysis and two 35 × 35 mm square sticks for continuous-flow analysis (CFA) (Fig. 2). The second CFA piece was for use in case the core quality of the primary piece was compromised or for repeat measurements to test measurement accuracy and system stability.
Table 1. The Roosevelt Island ice- and firn-core records used in this study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ice core</th>
<th>RID-75</th>
<th>RICE</th>
<th>RICE-12/13-B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Drilled</td>
<td>1974/75</td>
<td>2011/12 (0–130 m)</td>
<td>Jan 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2012/13 (130–764.6 m)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depth</td>
<td>0–10.68 m</td>
<td>8.57–764.60 m</td>
<td>0–19.41 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>79°22′ S, 161°40′ W</td>
<td>79°21.839′ S, 161°42.387′ W</td>
<td>79°21.726′ S, 161°42.000′ W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data sets</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β activity</td>
<td>16 cm resolution (Clausen et al., 1979)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>δ\textsuperscript{18}O, δD</td>
<td>Only δ\textsuperscript{18}O; 4 cm resolution (Clausen et al., 1979)</td>
<td>Continuous and 2 cm resolution (Bertler et al., 2018)</td>
<td>Continuous and 2 cm resolution (Bertler et al., 2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFA</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>H\textsuperscript+\textsuperscript{2+}, conductivity, dust, BC; 8.57–344 m; continuous (this work)</td>
<td>H\textsuperscript+\textsuperscript{2+}, conductivity, dust, BC; continuous (this work)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECM</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>49–344 m; continuous (this work)</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Na\textsuperscript{+}, Ca\textsuperscript{2+}, Mg\textsuperscript{2+}, SO\textsubscript{4}\textsuperscript{2−}; 8.57–20.6 m; 4 cm resolution (Nancy A. N. Bertler, personal communication, 2017)</td>
<td>Na\textsuperscript{+}, Ca\textsuperscript{2+}, Mg\textsuperscript{2+}, SO\textsubscript{4}\textsuperscript{2−}; 4.5 cm resolution (Nancy A. N. Bertler, personal communication, 2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICP-MS</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>S, Na, I; 8.57–249 m; 2–7 cm resolution (Paul A. Mayewski, personal communication, 2017)</td>
<td>S, Na, I; 9.5 cm resolution (Paul A. Mayewski, personal communication, 2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH\textsubscript{4}, δ\textsuperscript{18}O\textsubscript{atm}</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Discrete samples (Lee et al., 2018)</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. The cutting plan for the RICE main core included two CFA sticks of size 35 × 35 mm.

In parallel with ice-core cutting and processing, CFA and electrical conductivity measurements (ECM; Hammer, 1980) were carried out. ECM was measured using a low-power handheld instrument from Icefield Instruments Inc. directly on the ice-core surfaces after the initial cutting of the core. In 2012, the uppermost section (8.57–40 m) of the RICE main core was processed and analyzed using the GNS Science melter system, with continuous measurements of stable water isotopes (δD, δ\textsuperscript{18}O) and black carbon, as well as discrete sampling of major ion and trace element concentrations. The following year, this setup was replaced by an expanded version of the Copenhagen CFA system (Bigler et al., 2011), providing high-resolution continuous measurements of liquid conductivity, calcium (Ca\textsuperscript{2+}), insoluble dust particles, acidity (H\textsuperscript+), and black carbon (BC), as well as stable water isotopes (δD, δ\textsuperscript{18}O) and methane gas concentrations (Table 1). The RICE-12/13-B firn core was analyzed using this system. Next, the RICE main core was melted and analyzed from 40 to 475 m, at which depth the ice brittle zone was reached. Subsequent repeat measurements of the top section (8.57–40 m) of the main core were made using the second, parallel CFA stick.

Primary adaptations to the Copenhagen CFA system involved (1) depth assignment via a digital encoder using a 1 s sampling rate (Keller et al., 2018), (2) continuous analysis of stable water isotopes (δ\textsuperscript{18}O, δD) using a Los Gatos Re-
search (LGR) analyzer (Emanuelsson et al., 2015), (3) black carbon analysis by a single-particle soot photometer (Droplet Measurement Technologies, Boulder, CO; DMT SP2) following the method reported by McConnell et al. (2007), (4) acidity measurements based on direct registration of H\(^+\) concentrations using an optical dye method (Kjær et al., 2016), (5) continuous methane concentration analysis using a Picarro cavity ring-down spectroscopy (CRDS) instrument (Stowasser et al., 2012), and (6) inclusion of three fraction collectors for discrete sample analyses by, respectively, ion chromatography (IC), inductively coupled plasma–mass spectrometry (ICP-MS), including measurements of \(^{239}\)Pu using an ICP-SFMS technique (Gabrieli et al., 2011), and measurements of stable water isotopes on the LGR. Figure 3 shows a diagram of the CFA system setup.

The ice was melted at a rate of 3 cm min\(^{-1}\), producing approximately 16.8 mL of contamination-free water and gas mixture per minute of melting. Air bubbles were separated in a debubbler, dried, and sent to the Picarro CRDS instrument for methane analysis. Each minute, 5 mL of meltwater was directed to each of two fraction collectors (IC and ICP-MS aliquots) and 1.1 mL was used for continuous measurements of water isotopes (0.05 mL) and black carbon (1.05 mL) by the LGR and DMT SP2 instruments. The remaining 1.8 mL was sent to flow-through liquid conductivity and insoluble particle analyzers (Bigler et al., 2011) and then split for continuous analysis of soluble calcium (Traversi et al., 2007) and acidity (Kjær et al., 2016). A third fraction collector was used to collect discrete samples for water isotopes from the melt-head overflow lines originating from the outer core section, these being used for quality assurance of the continuous measurements.

On average, 20 m of ice were melted during a 24 h period, including measurements, calibrations, and routine maintenance. Calibrations for water isotopes, calcium, acidity, and black carbon were carried out before and after each melting run, which comprised the continuous analysis of 3 \times 1 m long ice rods. Calibrations for methane, based on standard gases with methane concentrations corresponding to glacial and preindustrial Holocene levels, were carried out twice daily. Core breaks and/or contamination in the system caused some sections of missing data. The percentage of affected core varied between chemistry species, ranging from < 1 % (BC) to 17 % (H\(^+\)) (see Table S1 in the Supplement), the majority being small sections of missing data that did not severely impact annual-layer interpretation.

The CFA chemistry records were very densely sampled (one data point per millimeter). Mixing in the tubing as the meltwater sample traveled from the melt head to the analytical systems caused individual measurements to be correlated, and hence the effective depth resolution of the system was significantly less than the sampling resolution. This was particularly important for the RICE CFA setup owing to the relatively small fraction of total meltwater directed to the continuous measurement systems. Following the technique used in Bigler et al. (2011), the effective depth resolution for the CFA measurements ranged from 0.8 cm (conductivity) to 2.5 cm (Ca\(^{2+}\)) (Table S1).

### 4 Constructing the Roosevelt Island Ice Core Chronology, RICE17, for the last 2700 years

The Roosevelt Island Ice Core Chronology 2017, RICE17, was constructed using multiple approaches, as necessitated by the changing properties and the availability of data with depth. Here we describe the methodology used to construct the most recent 2700 years of RICE17, the period for which annual-layer identification was feasible. For the deeper part of the core, RICE17 was constructed by gas matching to the WAIS Divide ice core on the WD2014 chronology, as reported in Lee et al. (2018).

#### 4.1 Overview of the annual-layer-counting strategy

The uppermost section (0–42.34 m) of the core was dated by manual identification of annual cycles in records of water isotopes and chemical impurities from the RICE main core as well as the RICE-12/13-B shallow core. For this most recent period, several distinct marker horizons from well-known historical events were used to constrain the chronology (Sect. 4.2).

Below 42.34 m (1885 CE), the timescale was augmented using the StratiCounter layer-counting algorithm (Winstrup et al., 2012; Winstrup, 2016) applied to multiple CFA impurity records from the RICE main core (Sect. 4.3). A previously dated tephra layer at 165 m (Pleiades; 1251.6 ± 2 CE according to WD2014) was used to optimize the algorithm settings, but other than that, RICE17 is a fully independent layer-counted ice-core chronology.

The layer-counted part of RICE17 stops at 343.72 m (700 BCE). At this depth, the annual layers became too thin (< 6 cm, i.e., fewer than eight independent data points per year in the best-resolved records) for reliable layer identification in data produced by the RICE CFA setup. The timescale was extended back to 83,000 years BP using the gas-derived timescale, which covers the entire core with lower resolution (Lee et al., 2018). Excellent agreement (±3 years) between the layer-counted timescale and the independent gas-derived age at 343.7 m allows us to produce the combined Roosevelt Island Ice Core Chronology 2017 (RICE17) by joining the two without any further adjustments.

#### 4.2 Manual layer interpretation with historical constraints (0–42.34 m; 2012–1885 CE)

The top 42.34 m of the RICE17 chronology was obtained by manually counting annual layers in the combined set of discretely measured IC and ICP-MS data, when available, as well as the continuous water isotope and chemistry records produced by the RICE CFA system. The RICE main core
starts at 8.65 m of depth, so the top part of the timescale is based exclusively on the RICE-12/13-B shallow core. At 12.5 m, both cores display a distinct peak in their isotope profiles, showing that they can be spliced directly without the need for any depth adjustments. Layer marks for the top 12.5 m were placed according to the RICE-12/13-B shallow core; lower layer marks refer to the main core. In the overlap section (8.65–19.55 m), we used the combined data set from both cores to reduce the risk of timescale errors caused by core breaks or bad data sections.

Layer identification in this section of the core relied predominantly on annual signals in non-sea-salt sulfate (nss \( \text{SO}_4^{2-} \)), acidity (H\(^+\)), and iodine (I), as these records displayed the most consistent annual signals (Fig. 4). Extreme sea-salt influx events occasionally caused large sulfate peaks, necessitating the removal of the sea-salt sulfate fraction before layer identification. For the top 20 m, the water isotope records also significantly strengthened the annual-layer interpretations. Smoothing due to the diffusion of water molecules in the firn, however, caused the annual signal in the water isotope records to diminish with depth, resulting in a loss of annual signals below 20 m.

Summers could be identified as periods with high stable water isotope ratios, high concentrations of nss \( \text{SO}_4^{2-} \) and associated acidity (originating from phytoplankton activity in the surrounding ocean during summer; Legrand et al., 1991; Udisti et al., 1998), and low iodine concentrations (due to summertime photolysis of iodine in the snowpack; Frieß et al., 2010; Spolaor et al., 2014). Layer marks were placed according to the depths of concurrent summer peaks in water isotope ratios, nss \( \text{SO}_4^{2-} \) concentrations, and acidity levels and assigned a nominal date of 1 January.

The uppermost 42.34 m of the RICE17 chronology was tied to several identifiable marker horizons found in the ice-core records relating to well-known historical events (Sect. 4.2.1–4.2.3; Table 2). The timescale was obtained by identifying the most likely set of annual layers while accounting for age constraints from marker horizons (Fig. 4). We conservatively estimated the age uncertainty of the marker horizons to be ±1 year, thereby allowing for some uncertainty in the timing of deposition of, e.g., volcanic material. We further kept track of uncertain layers (i.e., layers that could possibly be added to or removed from the most likely set of layers while still adhering to the age constraints), thereby producing an uncertainty estimate for the timescale. We interpret it as the 95 % confidence interval for the age at a given depth, similar to that obtained from automated layer identification deeper in the core (Sect. 4.3).

4.2.1 The 1974/75 snow surface

The uppermost age constraint was established by successfully matching the RICE water isotope profile to that from the RID-75 firn core (Fig. 5). Drilled in austral summer 1974/75, the snow surface in RID-75 provided the first tie point for the RICE17 chronology at a depth of 14.62 m (Table 2).

4.2.2 Nuclear bomb peaks

High-resolution \(^{239}\text{Pu}\) measurements on the upper part of the RICE core show a significant rise in plutonium levels, starting from very low background levels at 22 m and reaching peak values at 21.6 m. This increase can be attributed to atmospheric nuclear bomb testing during the Castle Bravo Operation, Marshall Islands, in March 1954, which globally
Figure 4. Manual assignment of annual layers in an upper section of the RICE core. All units are in ppb, except for $\delta^{18}$O (in $\%e$), H$^+$ (in $\mu$eq L$^{-1}$), and conductivity (in $\mu$S cm$^{-1}$). The CFA chemistry records are smoothed with a 3 cm moving-average filter. The timescale is constrained by two tie points within this interval: the isotope match to RID-75 (blue bar; 14.6 m) and the Raoul tephra horizon (red bar; 18.1 m). At two locations, the annual layering is unclear (shorter bars) but can be mostly resolved based on the tie-point ages. As a result, the uncertain layer at 16.6 m (short grey bar) is included as a year in the timescale, whereas the uncertain layer at 19.7 m (short white bar) is not. For the second layer, the sulfate record suggests that it is an annual layer, but this is not supported by iodine and $\delta^{18}$O. As we assume an uncertainty of ±1 year for the tie-point ages, the layer at 16.6 m could possibly be removed from the timescale while still adhering to the age constraints. The existence of this uncertain layer therefore gives rise to a 1-year increase in the timescale uncertainty.

Figure 5. (a) RICE water isotope profile ($\delta$D) compared to isotope data ($\delta^{18}$O) from the RID-75 core for the period 1950–1975. Diffusion causes the isotope record to smooth over time, and a smoothed version of the RID-75 isotope profile (thick blue) highlights its similarities to the RICE isotope record (black). (b) Total specific $\beta$ activity (in disintegrations per hour, dph) for the RID-75 core compared to $^{239}$Pu measurements (normalized intensities) from the RICE main core. Both cores show a sharp increase in nuclear waste deposition starting in 1954 CE and several broader peaks hereafter.
caused large amounts of nuclear fallout over the following year (e.g., Arienzo et al., 2016).

Total specific $\beta$-activity levels in the RID-75 core show the same evolution (Claussen et al., 1979), confirming both the isotopic matching between the two cores and the age attribution of this event (Fig. 5). The abrupt increase in $^{239}$Pu fallout at 22 m was used as an age constraint for the RICE17 chronology (Table 2). Subsequent peaks in the $^{239}$Pu and $\beta$-activity records can be attributed to successive nuclear tests and subsequent test ban treaties. These changes were much less distinct and were not used during development of the timescale.

### 4.2.3 Recent volcanic eruptions

A couple of volcanic horizons in RICE during this most recent part could be related to well-known volcanic eruptions. Rhyolitic tephra located between 18.1 and 18.2 m was found to have a geochemical composition similar to a tephra layer found in the WAIS Divide core deposited in late 1964 CE (Wheatley and Kurbatov, 2017). The tephra likely originates from Raoul Island, New Zealand, which erupted from November 1964 to April 1965. This is consistent with the RICE17 chronology, according to which the tephra is located in early 1965 CE (Table 2).

Only two volcanic eruptions could be unambiguously identified in the acidity records over this period: the historical eruptions of Santa Maria (1902 CE; 37.45 m) and Krakatau (1883 CE; 42.34 m) (Table 2). These two horizons were used to constrain the deeper part of the manually counted interval of RICE17, which terminates at the Krakatau acidity peak. The deposition age of volcanic material for these events was assumed identical to those observed in the WAIS Divide ice core (Sigl et al., 2013). Imprints from other large volcanic eruptions taking place during recent historical time, such as Agung and Pinatubo, did not manifest themselves sufficiently in the RICE records to be confidently identified.

### 4.3 Automated annual-layer identification (42.34–343.7 m; 1885 CE–700 BCE)

For the section 42.34–343.7 m (1885 CE–700 BCE), the RICE17 annual-layer-counted timescale was produced using the StratiCounter algorithm (Winstrup et al., 2012), extended to interpret the annual signal based on multiple chemistry series in parallel (Winstrup, 2016).

StratiCounter is a Bayesian algorithm built on machine-learning methods for pattern recognition using a hidden Markov model (HMM) framework (Rabiner, 1989; Yu, 2010). StratiCounter computes the most likely timescale and the associated uncertainty by identifying annual layers in overlapping data batches stepwise down the ice core. For each batch, the layering is inferred by combining prior information on layer appearance with the observed data, thereby obtaining a posteriori probability distributions for the age at a given depth. The output of StratiCounter is the most likely annual timescale, along with a 95 % confidence interval for the age as a function of depth. The confidence interval assumes the timescale errors to be unbiased, implying that uncertainties in layer identification partly cancel out over longer distances. Previous research has documented the skill of StratiCounter to produce accurate and unbiased layer-counted ice-core timescales (e.g., Sigl et al., 2015; Winstrup, 2016).

StratiCounter was applied to the full suite of CFA records: black carbon, acidity, insoluble dust particles (42.3–129 m), calcium, and conductivity. See Sect. S2 in the Supplement for the specifics of the algorithm setup. Figure 6 shows three depth sections of CFA data and resulting layer counts. Annual cycles in the high-resolution black carbon record became more distinct prior to 1900 CE, and it was one of the most reliable annual proxies in the core. As observed in the topmost part of the core, acidity also displayed an annual signal, although the lower effective depth resolution of the acidity record (Table S1) made it less useful with depth. The calcium and conductivity records frequently displayed multiple peaks per year but contained complementary information to the other proxies and were hence also useful for layer identification (Fig. 6). From 0 to 129 m, an irregular annual signal was also observed in the insoluble particle record, but data below 129 m were corrupted by the presence of drill fluid in the CFA system, which forced us to exclude the deeper part of this record. The discretely sampled ICP-MS data records did not have sufficient resolution to resolve annual layers.

Decreasing layer thicknesses caused the annual signal in the impurity records to become increasingly difficult to identify with depth, and the layer-counted timescale stops at 343.7 m (700 BCE).

### 5 Reconstructing past accumulation rates

The accumulation rate history at Roosevelt Island can be inferred from depth profiles of annual-layer thicknesses in the RICE core when corrected for firn densification and thinning of layers due to ice flow.

#### 5.1 Changes in density with depth

Bag-mean densities were measured on the main RICE core for the interval 8–130 m, at which depth ice densities were reached (see Sect. S3 in the Supplement). A steady-state Herron–Langway density model (Herron and Langway, 1980) was used to extend the density profile to the surface. Using observed values for initial snow density (410 kg m$^{-3}$), surface temperature ($-23.5$ °C), and accumulation rate (0.22 m w.e yr$^{-1}$), the modeled density profile fits the observed values well, especially for the top 50 m (Fig. S1 in the Supplement). At 8 m of depth, the model agrees with the measured values, providing a smooth transition between observed and modeled densities.
5.2 Thinning of annual layers due to ice flow

To obtain past accumulation rates, the annual-layer thickness profile must be corrected for the cumulative effects of ice flow on the thickness of an ice layer since it was deposited at the surface (this being the ice equivalent accumulation rate at that time). The observed layer thickness relative to its initial thickness as a function of depth, i.e., the “thinning function”, depends on the history of vertical strain at the core site. The vertical strain rates can vary significantly over short distances near ice divides, with near-surface ice flow being more compressive at the divide than at the flanks (Raymond, 1983). As a result, the divide flow causes an upward arch in the internal layers beneath stable ice divides. This is termed a Raymond arch, and one is present beneath the Roosevelt Island ice divide (Fig. 7c; Conway et al., 1999). The vertical strain pattern was measured across Roosevelt Island (Kingslake et al., 2014) using repeat measurements of phase-sensitive radar (pRES). These measurements show significant spatial...
variation in the vertical velocity pattern and provide important constraints for developing the RICE thinning function.

The RICE ice core was drilled at the topographic summit of Roosevelt Island. The shallowest layers in the Raymond arch peak below the current summit, but by mid-depth, the maximum bump amplitude of the arches is offset by approximately 500 m towards the east (Fig. 7c). Following Nereson and Waddington (2002), we interpret this slant in the Raymond arch position as a slight migration of the Roosevelt Island ice divide during recent centuries, with the divide previously being located 500 m east of its present position. The ice core intersects the Raymond arch at mid-depths (∼120 m; ~1500 CE) at about 70 % of the maximum arch amplitude. Thus, it has experienced a transitional flow regime, i.e., a mixture between pure divide flow and flank flow, for much of the past 2700 years. We consider a recent migration of the ice divide towards its present position to be the most likely scenario, with ice flow at the core site becoming increasingly divide-like over recent centuries. For this scenario, we prescribe the following history of divide migration history: prior to 500 years before 2013 CE, the divide was located 500 m east of its present position. Since then, the divide migrated westward, arriving at its present position 250 years ago. During the migration period, the ice-flow regime linearly transitioned to full divide flow and subsequently remained as full divide flow until present. An alternative, although less likely, scenario is that the location of maximum divide flow has always been offset from the topographic summit, in which case the ice in the core has experienced transitional flow throughout the entire period. The uncertainty of the thinning function associated with the divide history is explained in detail in Sect. S4 in the Supplement.

We used a one-dimensional transient ice-flow model with annual time steps to integrate the vertical strain experienced by an ice layer and thereby track the cumulative layer thinning as a function of time and depth. At each time step, the full-depth vertical velocity profile was found by scaling the shape of the vertical profile (as discussed below) with the surface velocity: the vertical surface velocity was determined as the sum of the time-varying accumulation rate and the rate of change in ice-sheet thickness. The ice-sheet thickness change was prescribed and assumed constant in time. Model iterations were run to get an accumulation history consistent with the cumulative thinning computed by the model.

The shape of the vertical velocity profile was found by fitting an ice-flow parameterization (Lliboutry, 1979) to the measured englacial velocities (Kingslake et al., 2014) corresponding to divide flow and flank flow, respectively (Fig. 7a). Details are given in Sect. S4 in the Supplement. The present vertical velocity profile was constrained to match within uncertainty the current vertical velocity at the surface. During the period of transitional flow, the shape of the vertical velocity profile was taken as a linear combination of the velocity profiles for divide and flank flow, following Nereson and Waddington (2002). We used the relative amplitude of the Raymond arch as indicator for the importance of the two flow regimes, and during the early period of transitional flow, the vertical velocity profile was weighted as 70 % divide-type and 30 % flank-type flow.

Figure 7b shows the resulting thinning function derived for the RICE core site. It decreases from 1.0 at the surface (no strain thinning) to 0.24 at 344 m of depth. Past annual accumulation rates in water equivalents can be calculated as the annual-layer thicknesses divided by the thinning function and multiplied with the firm or ice density.

### 5.3 Uncertainties in the accumulation history

Uncertainties in the inferred accumulation history originate from three sources: (i) identification of the annual layers; (ii) the density profile; and (iii) the derived thinning function. Since the RICE17 timescale was found to have negligible bias (Sect. 7), average layer thicknesses are also not biased, and uncertainties in accumulation history due to layer identification are minor. Uncertainty associated with the density correction is also small. Hence, except for the uppermost part of the record (with essentially no strain thinning), uncertainty in the thinning function dominates the total uncertainty, and only this factor will be considered here.

At the surface, uncertainty in the thinning function is zero. Increasing uncertainty with depth (Fig. 7b; grey area) arises from (a) a lack of measurements in the upper 90 m of the ice sheet to better constrain the present near-surface vertical velocity, (b) variation of the vertical velocity profile over time as the divide may have migrated, and (c) the amount of ice-sheet thickness change that has occurred. Some of the uncertainty is mitigated by the information contained in the internal layering of the Roosevelt Island ice dome. The amplitudes of the Raymond stack indicate that the onset of divide flow was approximately 3000 years ago (Conway et al., 1999; Martín et al., 2006), i.e., prior to the period considered here, that there has been only modest ice-sheet thinning, and that flow conditions have been relatively stable.

We develop an estimate for the uncertainty by calculating the thinning function using an ensemble of model assumptions: two different parameterizations of the vertical velocity profiles, two assumptions about the divide migration history, and three values of ice-sheet thickness change. See Sect. S4 in the Supplement for an extended discussion. The uncertainty was defined as the full range of these 12 scenarios, which we suggest to be a 95 % confidence interval. The uncertainty of the thinning function is substantial for the older portion of the record as the layers have thinned to a quarter of their initial thickness.

### 6 Seasonality of impurity influx to Roosevelt Island

Using the RICE17 timescale, we can quantify the seasonality of impurity influx to Roosevelt Island visible in the RICE CFA records. Figure 8 shows the average seasonal pattern of
the various impurities at different depths, assuming constant snowfall through the year.

6.1 Acidity

The CFA acidity record is driven primarily by the influx of non-sea-salt sulfur-containing compounds, as evident by its high resemblance to the IC non-sea-salt sulfate and ICP-MS non-sea-salt sulfur records in the top part of the core (Fig. 4). Sulfur-containing compounds have a variety of sources, one of which is dimethylsulfide (DMS) emissions from phytoplankton activity during summer (Legrand et al., 1991; Udisti et al., 1998). Correspondingly, acidity displays a regular summer signal, with maximum values in late austral summer (January–February) and minimum values from June through October. This is similar in timing to the seasonal pattern of non-sea-salt sulfate at Law Dome (Curran et al., 1998) and WAIS Divide (Sigl et al., 2016). The acidity contains an annual signal even in the deepest part of the layer-counted timescale (Fig. 8a–c).

6.2 Sea-salt-derived species: calcium and conductivity

As previously noted by Kjær et al. (2016), the RICE conductivity record is almost identical to the mostly sea-salt-derived calcium record (see, e.g., Fig. 6), suggesting sea spray to also be responsible for peaks in liquid conductivity. We hence consider these two records to be representative of sea-salt deposition at Roosevelt Island.

Both records typically peak during early to middle winter (June–July) but with a large spread in magnitude and timing from year to year (Fig. 8d–i), and oftentimes there are multiple peaks per year. The timing of peak values is approximately similar to sea-salt tracers in WAIS Divide (Sigl et al., 2016) and a few months earlier than peak values in Law Dome (Curran et al., 1998). During the most recent period (1900–1990 CE), we observe a summer peak in the average seasonal conductivity signal, which is not present in the calcium record. This is likely the steady summer contribution from biogenic acidity, the seasonality of which is sufficiently prominent to show up in seasonal averages of conductivity in the top part of the core.

6.3 Black carbon

Seasonal deposition of black carbon in Antarctic snow is primarily driven by biomass burning and fossil fuel combustion in the Southern Hemisphere, modulated by changes in the efficiency of long-range atmospheric transport (Bisiaux et al., 2012). Southern hemispheric fossil fuel emissions have increased since the 1950s (Lamarque et al., 2010) but are believed to be a minor contributor to total black carbon deposition in Antarctica (Bauer et al., 2013).

Biomass burning in the Southern Hemisphere peaks towards the end of the dry season, e.g., late summer (Schultz et al., 2008). Given the distinct annual signal in the black carbon record (Fig. 8j–l), StratiCounter was set up to assign peaks in BC to a nominal date of 1 January (mid-summer). We note that peaks in BC approximately coincide with peaks in acidity (similar to observed in WAIS Divide), thus ensur-
The annual signal in black carbon changes with depth in the RICE core. During the 20th century, annual cycles exist but are not very prominent (Fig. 8j). Prior to 1900 CE, the signal is much more distinct, with larger seasonal amplitude and higher annual mean concentrations (Fig. 8k–l). A recent decrease in BC concentrations has also been observed in the WAIS Divide and Law Dome ice cores, where it has been attributed to a reduction in biofuel emissions from grass fires (Bisiaux et al., 2012). At WAIS Divide and Law Dome, however, the shift takes place several decades later than observed in RICE.

With increasing depth in the ice core, thinner annual layers cause the amplitude of the seasonal signal to slowly be reduced. Yet, aided by the high effective depth resolution of the black carbon record, the seasonal cycle persists to great depths in the RICE core, with the deepest part of the layer-counted RICE17 timescale primarily relying on the annual signal in this parameter.

### 6.4 Dust

The seasonal pattern in insoluble dust particle concentrations showed a weak annual signal with a tendency to peak in summer. The simultaneous deposition of black carbon and dust is consistent with both tracers arriving via long-range transport from southern hemispheric continental sources.

### 7 The layer-counted RICE17 chronology

The layer-counted timescale was constructed back to 700 BCE (0–343.72 m), and it forms the most recent part of the Roosevelt Island Ice Core Chronology 2017 (RICE17). It is an independent timescale constrained only by a few well-known historical events over the last 100 years. Its independence is reflected in the timescale uncertainty: age confidence intervals show an approximately linear increase with depth (Fig. 9b), reaching a maximum age uncertainty of ±45 years (95% confidence) at 700 BCE.

RICE17 was evaluated by comparing to the annual-layer-counted WD2014 chronology from WAIS Divide (Sigl et al., 2015, 2016). Timescale comparison was aided by the relative proximity of the two ice cores and accomplished using two complementary approaches: (1) matching multi-decadal variations in the RICE methane record to a similar record.
Table 2. Marker horizons used for development and validation of the RICE17 chronology. Strata in bold were used for constraining the timescale. The statistical significance of volcanic peaks in RICE (column 3) is given in terms of the average peak size in smoothed and standardized versions of the four volcanic records (ECM, H\(^+\), nss cond, nss S; down to 249 m) computed relative to a running mean and standard deviation. Volcanic matching to WAIS Divide allows for comparison between RICE17 ages (with 95% confidence interval indicated) and the corresponding WD2014 ages with associated uncertainties (Sigl et al., 2015, 2016). Indicated depths and ages correspond to peaks in the volcanic proxies. Below 42.3 m, decimal ages have been calculated assuming BC to peak on 1 January. Historical eruption ages (column 4) indicate the starting date of the eruption. Column 4 also indicates whether the eruption has previously been observed to cause a bipolar signal based on the compilation in Sigl et al. (2013), here updated to the WD2014 timescale. Since this compilation only identifies bipolar volcanoes back to 80 CE, volcanoes prior to this are not classified. Three exceptionally large volcanic signals observed in the RICE core are indicated in italics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Depth (m)</th>
<th>RICE17 age (CE)</th>
<th>Significance of volcanic peak ((\sigma))</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>WD2014 age (CE)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>2013.0 ± 0</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Snow surface in RICE-12/13-B (Jan 2013)</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.62</td>
<td>1975.1 ± 1</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Isotope match to RID-75 snow surface (austral summer 74/75)</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.18</td>
<td>1970.9 ± 1</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Radioactivity peak (winter 1970/71(^a))</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.10–18.20(^b)</td>
<td>1965.0–1965.2 ± 1</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Tephra likely from Raoul Island, New Zealand (Nov 1964)</td>
<td>(1964.7–1964.9) ± 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.98</td>
<td>1954.7 ± 1</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Onset of high radioactivity levels from Castle Bravo, Marshall Islands (March 1954)</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37.45</td>
<td>1903.8 ± 1</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>Santa Maria, Guatemala (Oct 1902)</td>
<td>1904.0 ± 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42.34</td>
<td>1885.0 ± 1</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>Krakatau, Indonesia (Aug 1883), bipolar</td>
<td>1885.0 ± 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47.90</td>
<td>1863.3 ± 3</td>
<td>&gt; 3</td>
<td>Makian, Indonesia (Dec 1861), bipolar</td>
<td>1863.9 ± 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59.46(^e)</td>
<td>1817.0 ± 5</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>Tambora, Indonesia (April 1815), bipolar</td>
<td>1816.0 ± 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80.09(^e)</td>
<td>1722.3 ± 7</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>1723.5 ± 1(^g)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85.99</td>
<td>1695.0 ± 8</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>Unknown, bipolar</td>
<td>1695.8 ± 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97.12</td>
<td>1641.2 ± 8</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>Parker Peak, Philippines (Jan 1641), bipolar</td>
<td>1642.4 ± 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105.58(^e)</td>
<td>1599.3 ± 9</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>Huaynaputina, Peru (Feb 1600), bipolar</td>
<td>1609.0 ± 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>122.67</td>
<td>1507.0 ± 10</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>1506.7 ± 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125.19</td>
<td>1493.4 ± 10</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>1492.4 ± 2(^g)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>131.04</td>
<td>1458.4 ± 11</td>
<td>&gt; 3</td>
<td>Kuwae, Vanuatu, bipolar</td>
<td>1459.8 ± 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>145.15</td>
<td>1376.2 ± 11</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>1378.7 ± 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>161.02</td>
<td>1277.3 ± 13</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>1277.2 ± 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>162.17</td>
<td>1269.9 ± 13</td>
<td>&gt; 3</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>1269.7 ± 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>164.06</td>
<td>1257.3 ± 13</td>
<td>&gt; 3</td>
<td>Samalas, Indonesia, bipolar</td>
<td>1258.9 ± 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>165.01–165.02(^b)</td>
<td>1251.5 ± 13</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Tephra from the Pleiades, West Antarctica</td>
<td>1251.6 ± 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>166.68</td>
<td>1242.3 ± 13</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>1241.9 ± 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>168.32</td>
<td>1231.4 ± 14</td>
<td>&gt; 3</td>
<td>Unknown, bipolar</td>
<td>1230.7 ± 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>174.50</td>
<td>1190.1 ± 17</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>Unknown, bipolar</td>
<td>1191.9 ± 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180.01</td>
<td>1152.3 ± 17</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>1153.0 ± 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>194.81</td>
<td>1043.3 ± 19</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>1040.3 ± 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>203.44</td>
<td>974.5 ± 20</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>Unknown, bipolar</td>
<td>976.0 ± 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>208.11</td>
<td>937.1 ± 20</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>939.6 ± 2(^g)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>211.02(^e)</td>
<td>912.6 ± 21</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>Unknown, bipolar</td>
<td>918.1 ± 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>212.03(^e)</td>
<td>903.9 ± 21</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>909.0 ± 2(^g)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>212.88(^e)</td>
<td>896.3 ± 21</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>Unknown, bipolar</td>
<td>909.0 ± 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>222.94</td>
<td>813.2 ± 22</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>Unknown, bipolar</td>
<td>819.9 ± 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>232.66</td>
<td>720.3 ± 23</td>
<td>&gt; 3</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>726.1 ± 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>235.78</td>
<td>693.1 ± 23</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>Unknown, bipolar</td>
<td>698.0 ± 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>236.94</td>
<td>683.0 ± 23</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>Unknown, bipolar</td>
<td>685.9 ± 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>237.25</td>
<td>680.1 ± 23</td>
<td>&gt; 3</td>
<td>Unknown, bipolar</td>
<td>682.9 ± 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>247.49</td>
<td>575.1 ± 27</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>Unknown, bipolar</td>
<td>576.2 ± 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250.93</td>
<td>539.2 ± 28</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>Unknown, bipolar</td>
<td>541.7 ± 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>260.59</td>
<td>434.3 ± 30</td>
<td>&gt; 3</td>
<td>Unknown, bipolar</td>
<td>435.4 ± 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>264.19</td>
<td>394.4 ± 31</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>Unknown, bipolar</td>
<td>395.5 ± 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>267.41</td>
<td>356.9 ± 31</td>
<td>&gt; 3</td>
<td>Unknown, bipolar</td>
<td>360.8 ± 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) Sampling interval 1970/71\(^a\) from Sigl et al. (2013).

\(^b\) Depth uncertainty smaller than the column.

\(^c\) Age uncertainty smaller than the column.

\(^e\) Age uncertainty includes uncertainty from the WD2014 timescale.

\(^g\) Age uncertainty reflects uncertainty due to processing of the volcanic records.
from WAIS Divide and (2) by matching volcanic marker horizons in the two cores. The two matching procedures were performed independently and are described in the following sections.

Volcanic matching allows for very precise age comparisons but suffers from the risk of incorrect event attribution. Erroneous alignment is less likely to occur when matching records of methane concentration variability. This approach does not allow for as high precision, however, due to the multi-decadal nature of the methane variations and the need to account for the gas-age–ice-age difference. Combining the two lines of evidence, the methane match points were used to confirm the independently obtained volcanic match points and to validate the absolute ages of the timescale (relative to WD2014). A high-precision comparison to WD2014 was achieved based on the volcanic matches, allowing for an in-depth quality assessment of the RICE17 chronology.

7.1 Timescale validation using multi-decadal variability in methane concentrations

Centennial-scale variations in methane concentrations observed in the RICE gas records can also be found in similar records from WAIS Divide (Mitchell et al., 2011; WAIS Divide Project Members, 2015). Stratigraphic matching of these records allowed for a comparison of the respective ice-core timescales.

The gas records from RICE and WAIS Divide were matched using a Monte Carlo technique reported in Lee et al. (2018). The feature-matching routine employed discretely measured records of methane and isotopic composition of molecular oxygen ($\delta^{18}O_{\text{atm}}$). Over recent millennia, however, the $\delta^{18}O_{\text{atm}}$ concentrations have been stable and hence provided minimal matching constraints. An average spacing of 26 years between successive RICE methane samples contributed to the matching uncertainty. The matching routine
identified 18 match points over the past 2700 years, i.e., an average spacing of 150 years. Subsequent visual comparison of the methane profiles suggested minor manual refinements of the match points (8 years on average, maximum 23 years; all within the uncertainty of the automated matching). These adjustments resulted in a slightly improved fit.

Through the methane feature matching, WAIS Divide ages could be transferred to the RICE gas records, i.e., provide an estimate for the RICE gas ages. During the snow densification process, there is a continuous transfer of contemporary air down to the gas lock-in depth, resulting in an offset ($\Delta$age) between the ages of ice and gas at a given depth (Schwander and Stauffer, 1984). To obtain the corresponding ice-core ice ages relevant for this study, $\Delta$age was calculated using a dynamic Herron–Langway firn densification model (Herron and Langway, 1980) following Buizert et al. (2015). The approach is described in detail in Lee et al. (2018). The model is forced using a site temperature history derived from the RICE stable water isotopes, and the firn column thickness is constrained by the isotopic composition of molecular nitrogen ($\delta^{15}$N of N$_2$). In addition to $\Delta$age, this formulation of the Herron–Langway densification model produces as output a low-resolution accumulation rate history (Sect. 8.3).

Compared to most other Antarctic sites, the relatively high surface temperature and accumulation rate at Roosevelt Island give rise to low $\Delta$age values (averaging 160 years over recent millennia) associated with small uncertainties (∼ 57 years; $\sigma$). Combined with the feature matching uncertainty (average: 48 years), total age uncertainty ($\sigma$) in the transfer of WD2014 to the RICE core is on average 80 years (maximum: 111 years) over the last 2700 years.

The RICE17 timescale is consistent with the WD2014 age of the methane match points (Fig. 9b). Based on the automatic matching routine, the agreement of RICE17 with the gas-matched WD2014 ages is better than 33 years for all age markers, with a root mean square (RMS) difference of 17 years. Agreement between the two timescales is even better when using the manually adjusted match points, for which the RMS difference is reduced to 13 years. We observe, however, that all methane match points below 275 m are associated with older ages in WD2014 than in RICE, suggesting a small bias in the deeper part of RICE17.

7.2 Timescale evaluation from volcanic matching

Using the layer counts in RICE17 as a guide, volcanic horizons identified in RICE could be linked to the WAIS Divide volcanic record (Sigl et al., 2013, 2015), allowing for a detailed comparison of their respective timescales. However, a high background level of marine biogenic sulfuric acids precluded a straightforward identification of volcanic eruptions in the RICE records. Based on multiple volcanic proxy records, including two new volcanic tracers described below, match points were found by identifying common sequential patterns of acidity spikes in the two cores.
7.2.1 New and conventional ice-core tracers for volcanic activity

With its coastal location and low altitude, the RICE drilling site receives a significant seasonal influx of sulfuric acids from biological oceanic sources. Biogenic peak values of up to 200 ppb of non-sea-salt sulfate are of the same order as the expected sulfate deposition from large volcanic eruptions, causing the seasonal signal to partly obscure the episodic deposition of sulfuric acids from volcanic eruptions. Volcanic signals appeared more distinct in the acidity record (Fig. S4), primarily due to the higher resolution of this record.

Traditional volcanic ice-core tracers, ECM and sulfur, were not sufficient for identifying volcanic horizons. The ECM record was very noisy, with few peaks extending above the noise level. The resolution of the discretely sampled sulfur record was low (below 67 m: 5 cm, i.e., <4 samples yr\(^{-1}\)), and it was therefore most valuable in the top. Even here, large volcanoes only left a vague imprint in the form of slightly increased sulfur levels over a multiyear period (e.g., Fig. 10a), with their most distinct feature being elevated sulfur concentrations also during winter. Detection of volcanic horizons in the RICE core therefore primarily relied on two new high-resolution tracers for volcanic activity: direct measurements of total acidity (Kjær et al., 2016) and estimated non-sea-salt concentrations.

Peaks in the RICE liquid conductivity record were caused primarily by sea salts, and thus this record could not be used as a volcanic tracer on its own. However, from the close similarity of the conductivity and the mostly sea-salt-derived calcium record (e.g., Fig. 6), we could extract a signal of non-sea-salt conductivity, obtained as the conductivity-to-calcium excess (\(\text{nss conductivity} = \text{conductivity} - (a \cdot [\text{Ca}^{2+}] + b)\), with \(a\) and \(b\) calculated from linear regression). As a secondary product, this tracer is prone to measurement errors, calibration and core-registration uncertainties, and is further complicated by differences in measurement resolution. We therefore always double-checked by direct comparison between the two records (Fig. 10a; green and grey lines), allowing peaks caused by misalignment and obvious measurement issues to be identified. We observed high consistency between peaks in the non-sea-salt conductivity and the total acidity records.

A sequence of volcanic signals is shown in Fig. 10a. Additional sections are found in Sect. S5 in the Supplement. Compared to acidic peaks resulting from unusually high biogenic summer activity, volcanic imprints could be distinguished as more prominent and/or broader features. Small and short-lived volcanic eruptions, however, were not easily identified.

7.2.2 The Pleiades: a tephra chronological marker horizon

A visible tephra layer was found in RICE at 165 m of depth with a RICE17 age of 1251.5 ± 13 CE. The geochemistry of the tephra particles is consistent with an eruption from the Pleiades (Kurbatov et al., 2015), a volcanic group located in northern Victoria Land, Antarctica (Fig. 1). Tephra of similar geochemistry has been found in several other Antarctic cores dated to approximately the same age, including WAIS Divide (1251 ± 2 CE; Dunbar et al., 2010) and Talos Dome–TALDICE (1254 ± 2 CE; Narcisi et al., 2001, 2012). The Pleiades tephra horizon allowed for a firm volcanic matching of the RICE and WAIS Divide ice cores at this depth (Fig. 10).

The Pleiades tephra horizon was used to select the optimal settings for the StratiCounter algorithm, seeking to reproduce the WD2014 age of the tephra layer as well as possible. The observed compliance of the two age scales at this depth is therefore to be expected. However, we note that our use of this layer as a chronological marker had little impact on the resulting RICE17 timescale: all StratiCounter solutions produced very similar ages for the tephra horizon, and, within the age-scale uncertainties, all were in agreement with the WD2014 age of the tephra.

7.2.3 Volcanic matching to WAIS Divide

Based on the layer counts in RICE17, sequences of volcanic horizons in RICE were matched to the WAIS Divide volcanic record (Sigl et al., 2013, 2015). Using an approach similar to the one applied in, e.g., Svensson et al. (2013), the matching relied on identifying successive volcanic events in the two cores with similar age spacing (within the associated uncertainties) according to their respective timescales (Fig. 10; see also Sect. S5 in the Supplement). By taking advantage of the information contained within the annual-layer counting, we were able to identify common patterns of volcanic spikes in the two cores, allowing for a unique match between them (Table 2).

Taking this approach was especially important due to the risk of confounding volcanic and biogenic signals in the RICE records. Indeed, for some sections an unequivocal sequence could not be identified; sections with too few or too many closely spaced acidity spikes in either core were particular problematic. Most match points are associated with peaks exceeding 2 standard deviations of the overall variability of the record (Table 2). However, some smaller peaks were also useful when these formed part of a matching sequence of volcanic events. Multiple additional events in the RICE records of likely volcanic origin are not included in Table 2, since they could not be unambiguously matched to a peak in WAIS Divide.

The volcanic matching was in excellent agreement with the independently obtained methane matching, especially when using the manually adjusted match points (Fig. 9b). A majority of the volcanic links identified between the RICE and WAIS Divide ice cores have previously been classified as bipolar signals originating from large tropical volcanoes (Sigl et al., 2013, 2015). This further strengthens our trust...
in the volcanic matching, since these large eruptions usually deposit acids over an extended area and period, and they are therefore expected to also exist in the RICE volcanic records.

7.2.4 Quality assessment of RICE17

The volcanic matching to WAIS Divide allowed for a detailed evaluation of RICE17. The WD2014 counting uncertainty is merely 7 years over the last 2700 years, much less than the uncertainty associated with RICE17, and we hence consider it to be the more accurate of the two. Within their respective uncertainties, the RICE17 and WD2014 chronologies are in full agreement at all volcanic marker horizons (Table 2; Fig. 9b). Indeed, the age differences are much less than the accumulated RICE17 age uncertainties. We hence conclude that the inferred confidence bounds on the RICE17 chronology are reliable, if somewhat conservative.

Agreement between the two ice-core timescales is particularly remarkable down to 285 m (∼150 CE). For this most recent part of the RICE17 timescale, the age discrepancy is less than 7 years at all marker horizons, with an RMS age difference of 3 years. Below 285 m, the volcanic matches indicate that RICE17 has a slight (∼3 %) bias towards younger ages. This is corroborated by the methane match points (Sect. 7.1). At 285 m, the effective depth resolution of the CFA impurity records (1–2 cm) becomes marginal compared to the annual-layer thicknesses (7 cm at 285 m), and we suspect that this has caused the thinnest fraction of annual layers to be indiscernible in the ice-core records.

Consequently, the deepest section of the layer-counted RICE17 chronology slowly diverges from WD2014, reaching a maximum age difference of 30 years at the oldest identified volcanic marker horizon (343.3 m, 691 BCE ± 45 years;
Table 3. Mean value and trends in RICE accumulation rates during various time periods. Change points and trends are found using break-fit regression (Mudelsee, 2009). The most likely change points and trend values are provided, as are the associated confidence intervals (in parenthesis: median and median absolute deviation) determined from block bootstrap analysis. Uncertainties (95 % confidence intervals) of mean accumulation rates are calculated based on the uncertainty in the accumulation reconstruction. Accumulation trend estimates from the bootstrap analysis (in parenthesis) include uncertainties in the determination of the change point but not uncertainties associated with the derived accumulation rate history. The analysis does not account for a potential bias due to ice divide migration, which may slightly affect the mean accumulation rate values prior to 1750 CE and the trend during the period of divide migration (∼ 1500–1750 CE).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Change point</th>
<th>Time period (rounded)</th>
<th>Mean accumulation rate (m w.e. yr⁻¹)</th>
<th>Accumulation rate trend (mm w.e. yr⁻²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1287 CE (1291 ± 135)*</td>
<td>700 BCE–1300 CE</td>
<td>0.25 ± 0.03</td>
<td>+0.02 (0.020 ± 0.003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1661 CE (1675 ± 123)*</td>
<td>1300 CE–1650 CE</td>
<td>0.26 ± 0.02</td>
<td>−0.04 (−0.03 ± 0.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1966 CE (1969 ± 34)</td>
<td>1650 CE–1965 CE</td>
<td>0.24 ± 0.01</td>
<td>−0.10 (−0.08 ± 0.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1965 CE–2012 CE</td>
<td>0.210 ± 0.002</td>
<td>−0.80 (−0.84 ± 0.76)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Change point not well determined from bootstrap analysis.

Table 4. Ranking of decades since 1700 CE according to lowest mean accumulation. Uncertainties (95 % confidence interval) of the mean values are due to uncertainties in the accumulation reconstruction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Decade</th>
<th>Decadal mean accumulation rate (m w.e. yr⁻¹)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1990–1999</td>
<td>0.194 ± 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1850–1859</td>
<td>0.196 ± 0.010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1950–1959</td>
<td>0.203 ± 0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1800–1809</td>
<td>0.207 ± 0.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2000–2009</td>
<td>0.207 ± 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1970–1979</td>
<td>0.211 ± 0.008</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2). This age offset is of similar magnitude as the uncertainty of the methane-derived RICE17 ages at this depth.

8 Roosevelt Island accumulation history

Annual-layer thicknesses in the RICE ice core smoothly decrease with depth, starting from more than 40 cm at the surface to ∼ 6 cm at 344 m (Fig. 9a). After corrections for density changes and ice-flow thinning of annual layers with depth (Sect. 5), an annual accumulation rate history for Roosevelt Island over the last 2700 years was obtained (Fig. 11f).

8.1 Long-term accumulation trends

Mean accumulation rates at Roosevelt Island over the entire 2700-year period were 0.25 ± 0.02 m w.e. yr⁻¹. From 700 BCE to ∼ 1300 CE, the accumulation rate at Roosevelt Island shows a slightly increasing trend (Fig. 11f; Table 3), and in 1250 CE, the 20-year running mean accumulation rate reached its maximum over the last 2700 years (0.32 m w.e. yr⁻¹). Since then, accumulation rates have decreased: very slowly until ∼ 1650 CE, then more rapidly (0.10 mm yr⁻² from 1650–1965 CE; Table 3). A continued acceleration in the decline of accumulation rates is observed towards the present. Change points and trend estimates with their associated uncertainties were identified using a break-function regression analysis (Mudelsee, 2009). However, the high interannual variability in accumulation rates prohibited a very accurate determination of the break points.

8.2 Significant decrease in recent accumulation rates

The Roosevelt Island accumulation history reveals a distinct and rapid accumulation decrease in recent decades: since the mid-1960s, the annual accumulation has decreased with a rate corresponding to 0.8 mm yr⁻², i.e., 8 times faster than over previous centuries. We note, however, that the relatively short time period for conducting the trend analysis, combined with the large interannual variability in accumulation rates, causes significant uncertainty in the precise timing of the change point and the trend estimate.

Considering the period since 1700 CE (Fig. 12), the lowest decadal mean value of the accumulation rate is observed in the 1990s (0.194 ± 0.001 m w.e. yr⁻¹). Except for very low accumulation rates during the 1850s and 1800s, the remaining top six decades of lowest mean accumulation take place after 1950 CE (Table 4). Indeed, over the last 50 years, only one decade (1960s) stands out as not having experienced below-average accumulation at Roosevelt Island.

The current accumulation rate at Roosevelt Island of 0.210 ± 0.002 m w.e. yr⁻¹ (average since 1965 CE, ±2σ) is 34 % less than the peak accumulation rates around 1250 CE and 16 % below the average of the last 2700 years.
8.3 Comparison to the gas-based accumulation rates

The RICE17 accumulation history is in reasonable agreement with the low-resolution accumulation rate output from the dynamic Herron–Langway firn densification model (Fig. 11f, dashed line). The gas-based accumulation rate history does not resolve high-frequency variations, but it shows a slow increase in accumulation rates of 0.02 mm yr$^{-2}$, similar to the trend obtained from the annual-layer thicknesses prior to 1300 CE. However, in contrast to the accumulation rate history derived here, the firm-based accumulation...
rates continue to increase until present. Further, the absolute values of the inferred gas-based accumulation rates tend to generally underestimate the accumulation rates by $\sim 0.04$ m w.e. yr$^{-1}$ (16%).

We speculate that the discrepancies may have to do with the shift in RICE water isotope levels occurring around 1500 CE (Fig. 11g), which in the firn model is used to represent temperature change. It has been suggested that this shift is due to factors other than temperature, e.g., changes in atmospheric circulation patterns and/or regional sea-ice extent (Bertler et al., 2018), and the shift also coincides with commencement of the divide migration period. By using $\delta D$ to estimate temperature change, the firn densification model will produce an increase in accumulation rates towards present in order to preserve a constant thickness of the firn column, as indicated by relatively steady values of $\delta^{15}\text{N}$–$\text{N}_2$ (Fig. 11f, black dots). Further, the model showed a tendency to underestimate the firn column thickness during the earlier part of the period, which may explain the generally lower level of the modeled accumulation rates here.

8.4 Spatial consistency in recent accumulation rates

The spatial representativeness of the RICE accumulation rates was evaluated by comparing year-to-year profiles of layer thicknesses obtained for the overlap sections of the three available cores: RICE main core, RICE-12/13-B, and RID-75 (Fig. 13), with RID-75 located less than 1 km away from the two RICE cores. All cores were corrected for density changes and ice-flow thinning using the density and thinning profile from the main RICE core.

Annual accumulation records from the three cores are very strongly correlated (correlation coefficients ranging between 0.85 and 0.87), indicating the spatial accumulation pattern across Roosevelt Island to be stable through recent time. The spatial consistency of snow deposition at Roosevelt Island is corroborated by the agreement between their measured water isotope records (Fig. 5a). We may therefore disregard depositional noise and consider the temporal variability in RICE annual-layer thicknesses as representative of local snow accumulation.

This consistency in accumulation history is in contrast to a high spatial variability in mean accumulation rates across Roosevelt Island ice divide. Repeat surveys over 3 years (2010–2013) of 144 survey stakes set across Roosevelt Island showed a strong spatial gradient in snow accumulation across the ice divide: accumulation rates of up to 0.32 m w.e. yr$^{-1}$ were measured on the northeastern flank, decreasing to 0.09 m w.e. yr$^{-1}$ on the southwestern flank (Bertler et al., 2018). In accordance with these stake measurements, the absolute accumulation rate is found to be significantly less ($\sim 7\%$) for RID-75 than for the RICE cores. Differences in accumulation rate between the two RICE cores were insignificant. Spatial variability in mean accumulation rates, combined with different averaging periods, may explain why previous estimates of Roosevelt Island accumulation rates have varied quite significantly (Herron and Langway, 1980; Conway et al., 1999; Kingslake et al., 2014; Bertler et al., 2018).

The representativeness of the Roosevelt Island accumulation rates is corroborated by the high spatial correlation of the RICE accumulation rates to gridded ERA-Interim precipitation data during recent decades (Bertler et al., 2018). These results suggest that precipitation variability at Roosevelt Island, as observed in RICE, is representative for an extended area, which includes the Ross Ice Shelf, the southern Ross Sea, and the western part of West Antarctica.

8.5 Influence of ice divide migration on the accumulation history

The recent period ($\sim 1500–1750$ CE) of divide migration at Roosevelt Island may impact the interpretation of climate records from the RICE core. Ice recovered in the deeper part of the RICE core, deposited before divide migration, origi-
nated west of the ice divide. Present accumulation rates show a distinct decrease on the downwind (western) side of the ice divide with a gradient of $\sim 5 \times 10^{-3}$ m w.e. yr$^{-1}$ km$^{-1}$ (Bertler et al., 2018), although it is muted around the summit area. Assuming a stable snowfall pattern through time relative to the divide, the divide migration would have caused reduced accumulation rates to be observed during the early part (until 1500 CE) of the RICE accumulation history. With the ice originating up to 500 m west of the divide at the time of deposition, our estimates of Roosevelt Island accumulation rates during this early period may therefore have a small negative bias of up to $2.5 \times 10^{-3}$ m w.e. yr$^{-1}$.

Correcting for the influence of ice divide migration, the main impact on the Roosevelt Island accumulation history is an earlier onset of the period with a more rapid decrease in accumulation rates. The differences are small, however, and the overall pattern of trends in the accumulation rate through time remains the same. In particular, ice divide migration has no impact on accumulation rate trends observed before and after the migration period.

9 Discussion

9.1 The RICE accumulation history in a regional perspective

9.1.1 Past accumulation trends across West Antarctica

Regional differences in accumulation, from northern Victoria Land across West Antarctica to Ellsworth Land, may be evaluated by accumulation reconstructions based on ice-core records (Fig. 11).

The RICE accumulation history (Fig. 11f) is much more variable on interannual and decadal scales than the accumulation rate reconstruction from, e.g., WAIS Divide (Fig. 11d). Snowfall at Roosevelt Island is dominated by large and episodic precipitation events (Emanuelsson et al., 2018), which likely contributes to the high interannual variability in RICE accumulation rates. A highly dynamic synoptic-scale system brings this precipitation to Roosevelt Island: positive RICE precipitation anomalies have been linked to the increased occurrence of eastern Ross Sea–Amundsen Sea blocking events associated with a weak state of the quasi-stationary Amundsen Sea Low (ASL) pressure system. These blocking events impede the prevailing westerly winds and direct onshore winds towards the eastern Ross Sea, thereby increasing the precipitation at Roosevelt Island and western Marie Byrd Land (Emanuelsson et al., 2018).

Only the WAIS Divide and RICE ice cores are available for evaluating multi-millennial-scale accumulation trends and corresponding change points in West Antarctica. Over the past 2700 years, WAIS Divide accumulation rates (Fudge et al., 2016) have continuously decreased from a level approximately 25 % higher than today (Fig. 11d). Accumulation rates declined slowly ($-0.01$ mm yr$^{-2}$) until around 900 CE, after which the decline became more rapid ($-0.04$ mm yr$^{-2}$). This change took place a few centuries before the trend in RICE accumulation rates turned from positive to negative (1300 CE). Covering the last 800 years, the Talos Dome accumulation record (Fig. 11c) shows a relatively constant level during this early period, albeit with large decadal variability (Stenni et al., 2002).

Considering accumulation changes over the last century, more ice-core accumulation records are available from across West Antarctica: from Victoria Land to Ellsworth Land. Most West Antarctic ice cores display decreasing accumulation rates over recent decades, but the timing and strength of the decrease are location dependent. The strongest and most recent decrease is observed at RICE (rate change at 1965 CE, this work), with Siple Dome accumulation rates starting to decrease slightly later (1970 CE, Fig. 11e; Kaspari et al., 2004). The WAIS Divide site displays the latest and weakest change in rate (ca. 1975 CE; estimated from nearby firn cores; Burgener et al., 2013). An extension of the Talos Dome accumulation record to 2010 CE using snow stakes (Fig. 11c) suggests a recent decrease in accumulation rate also at this location (Frezzotti et al., 2007). In contrast, significant increases in accumulation rates are observed in ice cores from Ellsworth Land, where accumulation rates have shown a steady and marked increase during the 20th century (Fig. 11b, Thomas et al., 2015).

The difference in accumulation rate trends across West Antarctica may to a large extent be explained by changes in the location and intensity of the ASL over time. The ASL influences precipitation rates in a dipole pattern: by reducing the number of blocking events, a strong state of the ASL leads to less precipitation over the Ross Ice Shelf area and greater precipitation over Ellsworth Land and the Antarctic Peninsula (Raphael et al., 2016; Emanuelsson et al., 2018). Thus, imposed on West Antarctic accumulation trends, the RICE accumulation history likely reflects the state of the ASL back in time. The precipitation dipole is centered at the West Antarctic ice divide. Hence, the WAIS Divide ice core should be minimally influenced by the strength of the ASL and may therefore be most representative for West Antarctica as a whole (Fudge et al., 2016). The northern Victoria Land region, located west of the Ross Ice Shelf, appears to be relatively unaffected by this ASL-induced dipole effect in precipitation that influences Ellsworth Land and West Antarctica. The recent accumulation decrease observed at Talos Dome has been suggested to be caused partly by increased wind-driven sublimation after deposition due to an increase in mean wind velocities associated with the deepened ASL (Frezzotti et al., 2007).

9.1.2 Connection to sea-ice variability in the Ross Sea

Throughout the satellite era, RICE accumulation rates are strongly correlated with sea-ice extent in the Ross–Amundsen Sea (Jones et al., 2016): years of reduced sea-ice
extent are associated with higher accumulation of more isotopically enriched snow and above-normal air temperatures (Bertler et al., 2018).

The expansion of sea ice in the Ross Sea during recent decades has taken place concurrently with a marked reduction of sea ice in the Bellingshausen Sea (Comiso and Nishio, 2008), and both trends have been associated with a strengthening of the ASL: the deepened pressure system causes warm poleward-flowing air masses to cross the Bellingshausen Sea, while the returning cold air passes over the Ross Sea, creating conditions favorable for sea-ice expansion (Hosking et al., 2013; Raphael et al., 2016; Turner et al., 2016). The strength of the ASL affects RICE accumulation rates, with a deep pressure system causing less precipitation at Roosevelt Island. In addition, extended regional sea-ice cover reduces the availability of local moisture sources. With ~40–60% of the precipitation arriving to Roosevelt Island originating from local sources in the southern Ross Sea (Tuohy et al., 2015), the relationship between sea-ice extent and precipitation rate at Roosevelt Island may also be ascribed to a longer distillation pathway of moist air masses during periods of extended sea ice (Noone and Simmons, 2004; Kuttel et al., 2012).

The rapid recent decline in Roosevelt Island accumulation rates likely reflects the recent increase in regional sea-ice extent, and we hence suggest 1965 CE to mark the modern onset of rapid sea-ice expansion in the region. Further investigations are required to determine if the strong relationship between Roosevelt Island accumulation rates and eastern Ross Sea sea-ice extent holds over longer timescales. However, the decline in RICE accumulation rates observed since 1300 CE is consistent with previous research indicating that the present increase in sea-ice extent in the Ross–Amundsen Seas is part of a long-term trend that has lasted at least the past 300 years (Thomas and Abram, 2016).

### 9.1.3 Large-scale circulation changes and implications for recent and future trends in Roosevelt Island accumulation

The ASL is sensitive to large-scale circulation patterns, in particular the Southern Annual Mode (SAM; positive SAM: stronger ASL; e.g., Hosking et al., 2013), via teleconnections to the tropical El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO; stronger ASL during La Niña phase; e.g., Yuan and Martinson, 2000), and the degree to which the two act in phase (Clem and Fogt, 2013). A recent strengthening of SAM has been reported (Marshall, 2003), consistent with the recent deepening of the ASL (Raphael et al., 2016).

It is not clear whether the recent trends in ASL and Ross Sea sea-ice extent can be ascribed to natural variability. Some studies have attributed the positive trend in SAM in recent decades to Antarctic stratospheric ozone depletion and/or global warming from greenhouse gas emissions (Kushner et al., 2001; Turner et al., 2009), thus suggesting that anthropogenic forcing may play a role. In the future, the competing effects of the two (Arblaster et al., 2011) may define the future state of the ASL and thereby the accumulation trends observed at Roosevelt Island and across West Antarctica.

Most other coastal Antarctic sites have experienced a significant increase (~10%) in accumulation rates since the 1960s (Frezzotti et al., 2013). The broad similarities and differences noted here raise the question of whether West Antarctic accumulation, as a whole, is decreasing or whether the observed trends merely represent a redistribution of precipitation. It highlights the issue that the current trend in total Antarctic ice mass balance can only be fully understood pending large spatial data coverage.

### 9.2 The RICE volcanic record

#### 9.2.1 Bias towards regional volcanism

The volcanic proxy records from RICE were significantly different from those from, e.g., WAIS Divide. At Roosevelt Island, the high background levels of marine sulfate efficiently masked the presence of sulfate from volcanic eruptions. Furthermore, the RICE acidity records contained a large number of significant peaks without counterparts in WAIS Divide. While some of these may be caused by an extreme seasonal influx of marine biogenic sulfuric acids, others may have been produced by regional volcanism.

Apart from sulfate, many volcanoes emit acidic compounds based on halogens, e.g., bromine, chlorine, and fluoride. The halide acids are highly soluble and will be removed from the atmosphere relatively quickly during transport. Hence, they will contribute to increased ice acidity in ice cores located close to the eruption site, whereas only sulfate is deposited from distant volcanic eruptions (e.g., Clausen et al., 1997). By using acidity as the primary volcanic tracer (instead of sulfur), we would therefore expect the resulting volcanic record to be particularly sensitive to regional volcanism. This may be a disadvantage of using acidity as volcanic tracer, since a high number of regional volcanic horizons will tend to complicate volcanic matching to other cores.

Such geographical bias may be especially important for the Roosevelt Island ice-core records, since there is a prevalence of quiescent regional volcanism with a relatively high halogen content in West Antarctica (Zreda-Gostynska et al., 1997). Indeed, preliminary investigations suggest that the RICE volcanic records may be biased towards regional volcanism: comparing down-sampled acidity to the discrete sulfate is deposited from distant volcanic eruptions (e.g., Clausen et al., 1997). By using acidity as the primary volcanic tracer (instead of sulfur), we would therefore expect the resulting volcanic record to be particularly sensitive to regional volcanism. This may be a disadvantage of using acidity as volcanic tracer, since a high number of regional volcanic horizons will tend to complicate volcanic matching to other cores.
of the explanation for why the volcanic records from the two sites are so different.

9.2.2 Dipole effect in deposition of volcanic tracers across West Antarctica

Differences in snow deposition across West Antarctica, influenced by the ASL, may further complicate volcanic matching between ice cores in this region. The ASL dipole acts to direct storm systems either toward the Antarctic Peninsula–Ellsworth Land region or toward the western Marie Byrd Land–Ross Ice Shelf region. As these storm tracks are associated with snowfall and the wet deposition of ions, this is likely to favor the deposition and preservation of volcanic signals in one location (e.g., Antarctic Peninsula) at the expense of the other (RICE, Siple Dome).

An anti-phase in snow accumulation may thus be part of the explanation for the difference between the WAIS Divide and RICE volcanic records. While most of the major volcanic signals in WAIS Divide also exist in RICE, they are not necessarily associated with a prominent signal. The absence of a volcanic signal in the RICE core from large far-field volcanic eruptions may be due to a particularly strong ASL state at the time, directing precipitation and sulfate ions away from Roosevelt Island. A detailed comparison of volcanic records from multiple ice cores is required to evaluate the importance of the ASL for the deposition of volcanic tracers across West Antarctica.

9.2.3 Volcanic synchronization of low-elevation coastal ice cores

A range of obstacles were overcome to carry out volcanic identification in the RICE core. Similar difficulties will likely challenge volcanic synchrony for other low-elevation coastal Antarctic ice cores (e.g., Philippe et al., 2016), for which many drilling projects are planned within the near future. The methods proposed here may also be relevant for these cores.

Robust volcanic matching of RICE and WAIS Divide was possible only with the aid of accurate, high-resolution ice-core timescales for both cores. This demonstrates the importance of building an Antarctic-wide network of accurately dated volcanic reference horizons based on tephra, sulfate, and acidity. Particular emphasis should be placed on the production of annually counted timescales for Antarctic ice cores, especially as new and/or improved measurement methods allow for the production of high-resolution impurity records for relatively high-accumulation Antarctic sites, such as RICE.

10 Conclusions

The upper part of the RICE ice core from Roosevelt Island, Ross Ice Shelf, West Antarctica, was dated by annual-layer counting back to 700 BCE based on multiple high-resolution impurity records. The timescale covers a period of stable ice flow after the establishment of an ice divide at Roosevelt Island. The chronology was validated by comparison to the timescale from the WAIS Divide ice core, West Antarctica, by matching sequences of volcanic events visible primarily in direct measurements of ice-core acidity and non-sea-salt conductivity. The maritime environment at Roosevelt Island gave rise to challenging conditions for identifying volcanic signatures in the ice core, and the volcanic matching was confirmed by matching centennial-scale variability in atmospheric methane concentrations measured in the two ice cores. The RICE17 and WD2014 timescales were found to be in excellent agreement.

Based on the layer thickness profile, we produced an annual accumulation record for Roosevelt Island for the past 2700 years. Similar accumulation histories are observed in three Roosevelt Island ice cores covering recent times, giving confidence that RICE is a reliable climate archive suitable for further understanding of climate variability across West Antarctica.

Roosevelt Island accumulation rates were slightly increasing from 700 BCE until 1300 CE, after which accumulation rates have consistently decreased. Current accumulation trends at Roosevelt Island indicate a rapid decline of 0.8 mm yr\(^{-2}\), starting in the mid-1960s. The modern accumulation rate of 0.21 m w.e yr\(^{-1}\) (average since 1965 CE) is at the low extreme of observed values during the past several thousand years. The low present-day accumulation rate has been linked to a strengthening of the Amundsen Sea Low and the expansion of sea ice in the eastern Ross Sea. The current increase in sea ice in the Ross Sea is therefore likely part of a long-term increasing trend, although the rapid increase since the mid-1960s may have an anthropogenic origin.
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